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For those seeking protection.

Anti virus hygiene
protection that makes
you feel good and
comfortable.
Many Viruses and bacteria are pathogens
that are disease-causing microorganisms
and can be found anywhere including in
the air, in food and the surfaces that you
come in contact with. Viruses can cause
a wide range of illnesses, both
short-term and long-term.
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Health and protection are
always a priority and
knowing that your bed is
So how can we be sure?

Microorganisms can survive
on surfaces, including
textiles, for varying periods
of time and these can
provide perfect conditions
for proliferation.

Viralcare

VIRALCARE finishing has been studied
to minimise the risk of transmission,
protect us from harmful microorganisms
and prevent their survival.
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A TESTED PROTECTION

Treating textiles with VIRALCARE
can reduce viral load by over 90%.
Viralcare has been tested by independent
against contamination and transmission
of viruses and bacteria.
Residual virus infectivity tested according to
a modified ISO 20743 method (Sendai virus),
ISO 20743:2013, Textiles Determination of
antibacterial activity of textile products
and ISO 18184:2019 Textile Determination of
antiviral activity of textile products.
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How does
it work?
Viralcare

VIRALCARE is a combination of innovative

antibacterial silver and antiviral technologies
that kill bacteria and destroys viruses in minutes,
also ensure freshness and well-being. Unpleasant
odor and microorganisms do not stand a chance!
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Odour emission test
(adapted ISO 172992)
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Features
Antiviral*
Washable
Antibacterial
Clear reduction of allergens
Can be applied to all types of fabrics

such as influenza and coronavirus
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Viralcare in a Nutshell

105°F

Antibacterial

Europe | Italy
Stellini Textile Group
T +39 0331 072501
info@stellinigroup.it

South America | Argentina
Jacquard Textile South America
T +54 11 4238-2451
administracion@jacquard-textile.ar

Anallergic

Europe | Spain
Stellini Iberica
T +34 963 214 340
iberica@stellinigroup.com

Asia |China
Jacquard Textile Ltd.
T +86 15989 517 319
shine@jacquard-textile.com

Soft to
the touch

Anti-odour

Russia
Stellini.RU
T + 7 4932932 969
infoweb@stellinigroup.ru

Asia | Thailand
Jacquard Textile (Asia) Ltd.
T +66 32 446 864
sales@jacquard-textile.com

Breathable

Washable
at 40°C

USA
CT Nassau Mattress Tape
T +1 336 570 0091
salesmgt@ctnassau.com

Asia | India
Jacquard Fabrics India
+91 98659 35935
mail@jacquardfabrics.in

More information,
info@stellinigroup.com
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